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Mark Beesley has come up with a winner
here, and it’s such a good idea that you’ll
kick yourself for not thinking of it ﬁrst. This
excellent volume of baritone arias, which
includes the standard piano accompaniments,
also features lead sheets for each piece. These
are done in the format routinely used by
jazzers: a single stave with the tune, words
and chords. It’s not an exaggeration when
I say that three of the four singing teachers
I have studied with in the past were totally
hamstrung by their lack of keyboard skills.
I wish I could go back in time and put these
melody-and-chords versions on their stands.
As a keen but ﬂuffy pianist, I’m actually
most excited about the section with the
full piano accompaniments, as Beesley has
included the chords here too. My usual
technique of playing the bass and melody
correctly and guessing at the rest only gets
me so far. Having the chords there really has
made a difference to my ability to play the
standard piano parts.
Being an international operatic bass,
Beesley’s choice of repertoire is good (nice to
see the drinking song from Thomas’s Hamlet
and ‘O Nadir’ from The Pearl Fishers alongside
‘Votre toast’, ‘Largo al factotum’ and the
rest), and, in general, it is a good edition:
the chord interpretations are intelligent and
unfussy; the twin-loop wire binding means
that it sits well on the stand; and, on the
whole, the layout is clean.
There are also volumes for soprano, alto/
mezzo, tenor and bass, with various others in
the pipeline. Give the man a medal.

Only too easily can some helpful books slip
under the radar of music teachers. On the
face of it, this is a volume of historical interest
to music scholars only, but in fact there is
much here to inspire any music tutor. Don’t
judge this book by its cover: its implications
are broader, and more pragmatic, than the
publisher’s understated blurb suggests.
Exploring the ambiguity of what it meant
to be a composer, arranger and performer in
late 17th-century England, Herissone sheds
considerable light on a world we have lost –
but one which may feel more familiar to nonclassical musicians.
In the late 1600s, what the rock world
now terms a ‘cover’ was commonplace. The
author shows works as being ‘in progress’,
and suggests that the idea of a ﬁnal (or urtext)
version is a more modern phenomenon.
In Purcell’s day, hazy ideas of authorship
meant that the lines between composition,
arrangement, performance (including elements
of improvisation) and even copying were
blurry, as yet undeﬁned. Composing seems a
more vital and collaborative activity, the role of
other skills (such as memory) more elevated.
Many of the ideas discovered and discussed
here will sound like business as usual for those
working in rock, pop, jazz and some roots
traditions. Tuition also features, with references
to Purcell, Mace and others teaching by model.
This fascinating book will strike a chord with
students and teachers dealing with composition
at GCSE and A level. Concepts examined here
can help liberate and inform, particularly where
pupils struggle with invention.

These three pieces are pleasant enough to
play and are jazz based. I am a little confused
by the composer’s choice of Italian musical
terms as all the pieces are original jazz tunes.
The saxophone part in the ﬁrst piece is
marked ‘Cantando’. I would perhaps expect
a classical opening from the piano, but an
obvious jazz tone is set here. The term is
clearly given to help the sax player get in to the
‘singing style’ of the melody, but some more
up-to-date terms would be more relevant.
The next piece, Rehearsing (marked
‘Giocoso’), is an up-tempo romp that uses
syncopation to great effect. The ﬁnal work in
the set is longer than the others and moves
through several keys before an ending that I
believe should be an optional 8va, as it’s not in
context with the pitch of the rest of the piece.
The accompaniments for all three pieces
are written with a pianist in mind and the
third is especially difﬁcult. The harmonies
are complex and (if I may) sometimes
unnecessarily so. The composer gives various
helpful tips on each piece at the beginning of
the book and also some ideas as to different
performing combinations such as adding
drums and bass.
To conclude, this is an enthusiastic offering
but perhaps not the best example of this
genre. It would however serve as a repertoire
builder for the budding sax player as long as
their teacher has good piano chops.
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